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Volume: To make virtually unlimited copies of Oracle's software whenever it needed - thousands of
copies for some products.
Internal use: To keep its own copies of environments, fixes, patches and updates. These copies
allow for the research, training, and other non-customer specific development and testing that SAP
TN did using its customers' (and even some non-customers') software for convenience. To the extent
some of the use is interference and not copyright infringement, SAP TN first made infringing non
customer-specific copies to facilitate that interference.
Source Code: To make code line the same by copying one customer's software, labeling it for
another customer, and applying the same TN-created fixes (created using a different customers'
software) to those environments so they were as similar as possible.

• Other Cross-Use - Environments and Downloads: To use environments and downloads across
multiple customers.
Cross-Use and Generic Environments: To create fixes in a customer environment or a generic
environment, distributed those fixes across as many customers as possible (so as to have as few
divergences from a common code line as possible). and also apply those fixes to keep their generic
code base going (Whether by applying the fixes to a generic environment or applying the fixes to what
were ostensibly local apprOXimations of customer enVironments).
More than Mere Development: To scope, prototype, develop, and test in one environment and
leverage the results of all of those separate, time-consuming actions in mUltiple environments.
Template: To use a fix developed from customer A code as a template for a customer B fix, and
deliver the same to multiple customers.
Downloads Beyond Scope of License: To download more than what its customers were entitled to,
for convenience and speed and to have a library - any fixes, patches, updates or upgrades.

• Use Not Customer-Specific: Non customers specific use of such downloads.
Downloads After Contract End-Dates: To download after Oracle termination dates.
Access to Customer Connection: To access Customer Connection at any time, to download
whatever it needed, for any reason.. whether for customer support or more general internal purposes,
such as developing faster downloading tools, or to have downloads already available to entice
customers with as a selling point.
Infrastructure: To use what it took as knowledge bases for its third-party support offering. TN
infrastructure included (a) SAS, (b) download libraries (including from Titan), which include code and
documentation. (c) thousands of active and backed up copies of Oracle's software applications,
including as reflected by SAP TN's Baktrak system; (d) approximate 9 million SSMs and 700+
software CDs, and (e) SAP TN's CD jukebox. .
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